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ABSTRACT
A parameter study is made of the radiative shock compression of a disk molecular cloud due to the

high pressure of the central molecular intercloud medium, after the cloud has fallen into the central
region of a galaxy following a galaxy interaction. The dependence of the compression on the disk cloud
and central gas parameters has been studied. We show that the fraction of cloud mass compressedfshell,in the outer shell that becomes unstable, is a function of only the external pressure, the cloud radius, and
the cloud density. We Ðnd that for a wide range of values for the input parameters, is high and liesfshellbetween 0.75 to 0.90. The fraction is not sensitively dependent on the value of the central gas pres-fshellsure because the initial inward shock velocity is proportional to the square root of the central pressure,
and at later stages it is determined mainly by the self-gravity of the shocked shell. Thus, star formation
triggered in disk clouds by compression by the central overpressure, as proposed by Jog & Das, is a
general triggering mechanism and is valid as long as the central gas has an overpressure of even a factor
of a few higher than that of the incoming disk molecular clouds.

We apply the mechanism to the galaxies for which the central gas parameters are known; for example,
IC 342 and NGC 1808. We Ðnd that in both cases a large fraction of the cloud mass will be compressed.
Hence, these galaxies should show a central starburst, provided that there is a substantial gas infall rate
from the disk to the central region. This agrees with observations, in that NGC 1808 with gas infall due
to galaxy interaction has a central starburst, while IC 342 does not.
Subject headings : galaxies : interactions È galaxies : ISMÈ galaxies : starburst È hydrodynamics È

shock waves Èstars : formation È galaxies : ISM

1. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier paper & Das hereafter we(Jog 1992, JD92),
proposed a mechanism for the triggering of enhanced
massive star formation in the central regions of interacting
galaxies. The preencounter gas parameters were taken to be
as in the Galaxy. This mechanism was based on the
observed fact that the central 1 kpc region in a typical spiral
galaxy like the Galaxy contains a di†use molecular inter-
cloud medium (ICM) et al. et al.(Bally 1988 ; Stark 1989).

calculate the ICM pressure in the Galaxy and showJD92
that it is higher than the e†ective pressure within a typical
giant molecular cloud (GMC) in the disk. Therefore, as a
disk GMC falls into the central region following a galactic
tidal encounter or due to a bar, it is compressed by the high
pressure of the ICM. The compression develops into a radi-
ative shock, and gravitational instabilities develop in the
shocked outer layers of the GMC, leading to a burst of star
formation. The net resulting luminosity agrees fairly well
with the observed values. A similar mechanism for the trig-
gering of star formation by overpressure for the overlapping
regions in the case of physically colliding galaxies has been
considered by & SolomonJog (1992).

used typical values for the disk GMC and theJD92
central ICM parameters in the Galaxy, since the main aim
there was to show that a starburst could be triggered in
such a case. Recent observations have shown the existence
of a di†use molecular ICM in the central regions of other
galaxies, such as, for example, in M33 & Scoville(Wilson

IC 342 et al. and NGC 1808 et1990), (Downes 1992), (Aalto
al. The ICM thus seems to be a common gas com-1994).
ponent of spiral galaxies and especially of starburst galaxies.
Hence, it is worth extending the earlier study of shock com-
pression to cover di†erent disk cloud and ICM(JD92)
parameters, in order to see under which conditions shock

compression could occur leading to a starburst. The aim is
to see if a starburst triggered by central overpressure is a
common phenomenon in galaxies. This is the main motiva-
tion for the present work.

We show Ðrst that the main physical parameters in the
problem are the ICM pressure, the cloud density, and the
cloud radius. Since the initial shock velocity is proportional
to the square root of the ICM pressure, even for a small
overpressure of a factor a few, a shock is driven that then
results in star formation in the outer, shocked shell. We Ðnd
that for a wide range of input parameters, the fraction of
cloud mass compressed is high, D0.75È0.90. Thus, the trig-
gering of starbursts by overpressure as proposed by isJD92
a general mechanism.

The triggering mechanism is then also applied to the
external galaxies IC 342 and NGC 1808. The results for
cloud compression from this work indicate that starbursts
should be triggered in these galaxies provided there is a high
enough gas infall rate from the disk to the central regions.

The range of parameters used for the disk molecular
clouds and the central ICM gas are described in In° 2. ° 3,
the background of the shock compression leading to the
onset of gravitational instabilities is given brieÑy. In we° 4,
give Ðrst some basic physical results for shock propagation
into a cloud. Next we present results for shock compression
for the entire parameter range listed in ° 2. Then we apply
these results to IC 342 and NGC 1808, for which the central
gas parameters are known from observations. A few general
points are discussed in The results from this paper are° 5.
summarized in ° 6.

2. PARAMETERS FOR DISK AND CENTRAL GAS

In this section, we describe the observed gas parameters
of the disk molecular clouds in the Galaxy and the possible
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range of values for the molecular ICM seen in the central
regions of spiral galaxies. These are assumed to be represen-
tative of preencounter parameters for a typical, undisturbed
spiral galaxy.

2.1. Parameters for Disk Molecular Clouds
The molecular gas in the disk of the Galaxy is mainly

contained in massive GMCs. The parameters describing a
GMC are the internal number density of hydrogen mol-n

c
,

ecules ; the cloud radius ; and the internal, three-R
c
, p

c
,

dimensional velocity dispersion. The sound speed within a
cloud is given by C

c
\ p

c
/31@2.

The number density at the outermost radius of a GMC is
taken as cm~3 this is then

c
\ 100 (Solomon 1978) ;

minimum density for which molecular gas is self-shielded
against the galactic UV radiation. Here is the meank

cmolecular weight in units of amu, g. FormH \ 1.67] 10~24
a cosmic gas abundance, in which the fraction of helium is
10% by number of the hydrogen atoms, per hydro-k

c
\ 2.8

gen molecule. Hence, o the mass density is given as o \
An average mass density proÐle o P r~1 that ismH k

c
n
c
.

inversely proportional to the radius is taken for a GMC, as
derived by Scoville, & Solomon Assuming aSanders, (1985).
cloud to be close to virial equilibrium with the above
density proÐle, it can be seen that the internal sound speed
is linearly proportional to the cloud radius.

There is a wide range of values observed for R
c
(Sanders

et al. We take three values for clouds as representing1985).
the lower, typical, and upper values for clouds in the Galaxy

& Sanders these give pc,(Scoville 1987) ; R
c
\ 10 C

c
\ 1.9

km s~1 ; pc, km s~1, which correspond toR
c
\ 20 C

c
\ 3.8

a ““ typical ÏÏ GMC, as deÐned by & SandersScoville (1987) ;
and pc, km s~1. The calculated mass of aR

c
\ 40 C

c
\ 7.6

typical GMC of 20 pc radius is ThisM
c
\ 3.2] 105 M

_
.

agrees with the mass determined observationally from
column density measurements & Sanders A(Scoville 1987).
small cloud of 10 pc radius has the mass M

c
\ 4.0] 104

and for a large cloud of 40 pc radius it isM
_

, M
c
\ 2.6

] 106 M
_

.
The e†ective gas pressure inside a disk GMC is deÐned

as For a typical GMC,PGMC\mH k
c
n
c
C

c
2. PGMC\

K cm~3. Note that this is far greater than the4.9] 105kBthermal pressure within a cloud, and hence this e†ective
pressure o†ering a higher resistance is considered while cal-
culating the cloud compression by overpressure. The corre-
sponding values of and hence for a cloud of 10 pcC

c
2 PGMC,radius, are smaller by a factor of 4, and for a cloud of 40 pc

radius they are larger by a factor of 4. Also, as in weJD92,
assume that a typical disk GMC reaches the central region
with its internal properties undisturbed.

We assume that the parameters of disk GMCs in the
Galaxy are representative of GMCs in other spiral galaxies.
This is supported by the high-resolution observations of the
few individual GMCs that can be resolved in the nearby
galaxies such as M31, M33, and IC 10 (Young 1993).

2.2. Central Gas Parameters
The molecular gas in the disk radius D500 pc in the

central region of the Galaxy is observed to consist of two
distinct components of about equal mass (Bally et al. 1987,

One component consists of massive, high-density1988).
clouds with cm~3 et al.n

c
º 104 (Bally 1988 ; Gu� sten 1989).

This is D100 times larger than the density of the ICM to be
discussed next, while the internal random velocity disper-

sions of these two components are comparable et al.(Bally
Hence, the ICM pressure is D100 times lower than1988).

the internal pressure within a central dense cloud. Hence,
the ICM cannot compress and trigger star formration in the
preexisting dense molecular clouds. Further, due to their
low volume Ðlling factor, the high-density central clouds
need not be taken into account in considerations of over-
pressure on the incoming disk GMCs. Thus, the preexisting
central dense clouds do not play any role in the triggering
mechanism proposed here.

The second component consists of a lower density
(n D 50 cm~3), di†use, noncloudy molecular gas et al.(Bally

et al. This di†use molecular component1988 ; Stark 1989).
with a large volume Ðlling factor (D1) has been named the
intercloud medium by et al. adopted theStark (1989). JD92
acronym ICM to denote this component, and for the sake
of continuity in notation we shall continue to use it in this
paper. Note that the acronym MICM (molecular intercloud
medium) would describe the physical properties of this
component more accurately.

The origin and energetics of the ICM are not well under-
stood The ICM is not self-gravitating. This di†use(JD92).
gas may originate from the clouds by tidal forces or arise
from the massive star formation or from di†use(JD92),
atomic gas compressed into molecular gas, or it may rep-
resent the envelopes of nuclear molecular clouds et(Aalto
al. 1994).

The average ICM molecular number density, isnICM,
observed to be D50 cm~3, and the ICM is observed to have
a high internal, three-dimensional random velocity disper-
sion, km s~1 et al. Hence, the soundpICM D 30 (Bally 1988).
speed in the ICM is given by kmCICM\ (1/3)1@2pICM\ 17.3
s~1. The average ICM pressure in the central region of the
Galaxy is given by PICM\ mH kICM nICM/CICM2 \ 5.1] 106kBK cm~3. Here per hydrogen molecule has beenkICM\ 2.8
used as discussed above. For the parameter study in we° 4,
round o† for the Galaxy case to 18 km s~1 ; hence, theCICM K cm~3.PICM\ 5.5] 106kBUnlike in the disk GMC case, the values of the average
molecular number density in the ICM, and the soundnICM,
speed in the ICM, are not coupled so directly, sinceCICM,
the ICM is not self-gravitating and is probably not viria-
lized. We consider the range in to be 3È100 cm~3. ThenICMlower value in this range is the observed value for M33

& Scoville and cm~3 is the(Wilson 1990), nICM \ 50
observed value for the central ICM in the Galaxy et(Bally
al. These are the two most nearby galaxies for which1988).
high-resolution data are available, so that the nICM-values
are known fairly accurately. Interestingly, this turns out to
be roughly the meaningful range for all normal
(nonstarburst) spiral galaxies. To sample fully the entire
range of ICM pressure, the following values of nICM\ 3
cm~3, 12 cm~3, 50 cm~3, 75 cm~3, and 100 cm~3 were
chosen. A lower value of, say, 1 cm~3 is not meaningful
because this is already the typical value of the average
atomic hydrogen number density in the Galaxy (e.g., Spitzer

and hence an ICM of this low a density is not signiÐ-1978),
cant. A higher value of say, º100 cm~3, is not taken,nICM,
since this will lead to an initial shock velocity that is higher
than and hence the ICM reservoir would no longerCICM,
remain in pressure contact with the unshocked gas inside
the shocked shell in a cloud. This would require a di†erent
treatment of the shock propagation. In however, we° 4.3,
do apply this mechanism to real galaxies with high observed
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values of The validity of this application is discussed innICM.
° 5.

The values of the average sound speed in the ICM, CICM,
are taken to lie in the range of 3È18 km s~1. The observed
values for M33 & Scoville and the Galaxy(Wilson 1990)

et al. are given by D6 km s~1 and D18 km s~1,(Bally 1988)
respectively. A value lower than 3 km s~1 is not meaningful,
since the sound speed in a typical GMC is of this order, and
in order that a shock occurs one would need to benICMgreater than The choice of 3 km s~1 as the lower limit forn

c
.

is also justiÐed quantitatively because we Ðnd inCICM ° 4.2
that even this value is not adequate to produce a shock for
the range of and the cloud parameters used here.nICM-values
The upper limit of is not easy to specify. Physically, theCICMorigin and energetics of the ICM are not well understood,
as was highlighted in In starburst galaxies, a value ofJD92.

greater than 18 km s~1 may be possible, and the physi-CICMcal upper limit may be set by the escape velocity from the
bulge. On the other hand, a much higher value than the
upper limit used above is probably not meaningful for a
disk component, since the rotational speed at D1 kpc in our
Galaxy is 125 km s~1 Hence, one would(Sanders 1989).
expect to be much smaller than the rotational speed.CICMPhysically, the two parameters and feed eachnICM CICMother (see and hence we would expect an ICM ofJD92),
large density to be associated with a large sound speed and
vice versa. For the sake of illustrating such cases of high

we consider a few cases in ° 4 in which kmPICM, CICM \ 30
s~1 and cm~3 or 50 cm~3.nICM\ 12

3. GRAVITATIONAL INSTABILITIES IN SHOCKED SHELLS

When a disk GMC arrives in the central region, it
becomes shock compressed by the overpressure of the
preexisting central high-pressure gas reservoir. The formu-
lation of the problem is as in Here the importantJD92.
points from regarding the compression and the onsetJD92
of gravitational instabilities in the shocked shell will be
summarized.

As shown in the compression velocity, is set byJD92, V
s
,

the net momentum transferred per unit area by the di†er-
ence of pressures in the ICM and inside a disk GMC. It is
given by

nICMCICM2 \ n
c
V

s
2 , (1)

where is the mass density at the outer edgeoR \ 2.8mH n
cof a cloud. If then the compression develops into aV

s
[ C

c
,

spherical shock. The shock is initially adiabatic, but soon it
becomes isothermal for a high enough cooling rate. For an
isothermal shock, the shocked gas moves inward with
respect to the cloud center with the identical velocity V

s
.

Assuming a thin shell approximation for the shocked shell
that is valid for high Mach numbers, the equation of motion
of the shocked shell of gas is

M
s
dV

s
dt

\ GM
s
Mun

r2 ] 3GM
s
2

r2 , (2)

where r represents the radial distance from the cloud center
up to which the shock has propagated, is the massM

sof the shocked shell of gas, is the shock front velocity, andV
sis the unshocked cloud mass. Note that the second termMunrepresenting the acceleration due to the self-gravity of the

shell becomes important at later stages as more mass is

swept into the shell. Assuming a density proÐle o P r~1
we obtain(° 2.1),

M
s
\ 2no

R
R

c
(R

c
2[ r2) , (3)

Mun \ 2no
R

R
c
r2 , (4)

where and are the density and radius at the outer edgeo
R

R
cof an unperturbed cloud. Substituting these in equation (2)

and integrating it gives

V
s
2\ A/r ] Br [ C , (5)

where A, B, and C are constants, and B\A\ 12nGo
R

R
c
3

and is the shock veloc-8nGo
R

R
c

C\ 20nGo
R

R
c
2[ V

R
2 . V

Rity at the outer edge of the cloud. Note that depends onlyV
Ron the square root of and does not depend explicitlyPICM/n

con the cloud radius. At any later time, depends only onV
sand T hat is, is only a function of andV

R
, o

R
, R

c
. V

s
PICM, o

R
,

As long as the ICM pressure reservoir canR
c
. V

s
\CICM,

continue to communicate with the gas inside the cloud.
Integrating the time taken for the shockequation (5), t

c
,

to cross to an interior point at a radius from isr(\R
c
) R

c
,

given by

t
c
\
P
Rc

r dr

JA/r ] Br [ C
. (6)

We consider next the criterion to be satisÐed for the onset
of gravitational instabilities in the shocked shell. Assuming
a plane-parallel geometry for the shell, a local linear pertur-
bation in the plane of the shell obeys a dispersion relation
similar to that obtained for the stability of thin galactic
disks & Solomon(Toomre 1964 ; Jog 1984) :

u2\ k2C
c
2[ 2nGk&0 , (7)

where k and u are respectively the wavenumber and the
angular frequency of the perturbation. The surface density
of the shell, is given by the mass of the shell&0, (eq. [3])
divided by its surface area (4nr2) to be

&0\ o
R

R
c

2
AR

c
2

r2 [ 1
B

. (8)

The perturbation is unstable when u2\ 0. The wave-
number, for the most unstable mode is obtained bykmax,solving du2/dk \ 0 and is given by

kmax\ nG&0/Cc
2 . (9)

Substituting in the dispersion relation wekmax (eq. [7]),
obtain the time of growth or the e-folding time for the most
unstable mode, to bet

g
,

t
g
\ C

c
n&0G

. (10)

As the shocked shell propagates inward, the crossingt
c
,

time, increases. On the other hand, the growth time fort
g
,

instabilities, is inversely proportional to the surface density
of the shell, and hence as the shell moves inward accreting
more cloud mass as it goes along, decreases. At the tran-t

gsition or crossover point of the curves for and versust
c

t
gdecreasing radius, that is, when the shocked shellt

c
\ t

g
,

becomes gravitationally unstable and begins to fragment.
Further nonlinear evolution of this fragmenting, high-
density shell can result in star formation (JD92).

DeÐne to be the fraction of the cloud mass com-fshellpressed into the shocked shell at the transition or crossover
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point of these two curves :

fshell\ M
s
/M

c
. (11)

Thus, deÐnes the fraction of cloud mass that givesfshellrise to the starburst event in a cloud. The total mass of stars
formed depends on the star formation efficiency (SFE) in
the dense, shocked shell (see The net luminosity fromJD92).
the central region depends on the rate of gas infall from the
disk region to the central region (JD92).

A necessary condition for gravitational instabilities to
grow in the shocked shell of gas is that j, the most unstable
wavelength where is deÐned by be(\2n/kmax, kmax eq. [9]),
less than the perimeter of the unshocked gas atlshell\ 2nr,
the crossover point of the and curves. Unless this condi-t

c
t
gtion is satisÐed, the assumption of a two-dimensional

geometry, and hence the two-dimensional dispersion rela-
tion used to study the onset of instabilities is not(eq. [7])
valid. This condition was assumed implicitly to be satisÐed
in We show in that this condition is satisÐed forJD92. ° 4
the parameter range considered here.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Basic Features of Cloud Compression
4.1.1. Input Parameters

The shock velocity and hence the crossing time toV
s
, t

creach a certain radius r inside a cloud, depend on only three
input parameters : the ICM pressure, the cloudPICM, o

R
,

density at the outer edge, and the radius of the cloud, asR
c
,

was shown in For a virialized cloud with a density° 3.
proÐle o proportional to 1/r, the internal sound speed isC

clinearly proportional to the radius of the cloudR
c
, (° 2.1).

Hence, the time taken to reach a given radius, dependst
g
,

only on the density proÐle in the cloud, i.e., on ando
R
, R

c
,

as can be seen from Therefore, the crossoverequation (10).
point, at which is a function only of andt

c
\ t

g
, PICM, o

R
,

Thus, these three are the main input parameters in theR
c
.

problem. Hence, it is easy to span the entire parameter
space to cover values for these parameters ; see ° 4.2.

Note also that for virialized clouds with a 1/r density
proÐle, the e†ective internal pressure in a cloud, (seePGMCdepends only on and Hence, the quantity° 2.1), o

R
R

c
.

or the overpressure on a cloud, is also an inde-PICM/PGMC,pendent input parameter.

4.1.2. Shock Propagation

The behavior of the various resulting parameters as the
shock is driven into a cloud is discussed next. In Figure 1,
we plot the shock velocity, versus the frac-V

s
, (1 [ r/R

c
),

tional shock penetration depth within a cloud (i.e., the frac-
tional radius measured from the outer edge of the cloud), for
a typical disk cloud in our Galaxy that has fallen into the
central 1 kpc region, so that cm~3, pc,n

c
\ 100 R

c
\ 20

and K cm~3. The corresponding plotsPICM\ 5.5] 106kBof and versus penetration depth, and the most unstablet
c

t
gwavelength over the perimeter of the unshocked cloud,

namely, j/2nr versus penetration depth, are given in Figures
and respectively.2 3,
Recall that the initial shock velocity set by the ICMV

Rpressure is proportional to the square root of PICM/n
c
(° 3).

Initially as the shock is driven in, the shock velocity
increases slowly due to the gravitational acceleration due to
the unshocked cloud (the Ðrst term on the right-hand side of

Later on, when a substantial mass has been driveneq. [2]).

FIG. 1.ÈA plot of the shock velocity, vs. the fractionalV
s
, (1[ r/R

c
),

cloud penetration depth of the shock measured from the outer edge of the
cloud, for a typical disk cloud that has fallen into the central region of the
Galaxy, so that K cm~3 and pc. Once thePICM \ 5.5] 106kB R

c
\ 20

shocked shell contains substantial mass, the self-gravity of the shell
becomes important in the determination of and the shock velocity risesV

s
,

rapidly.

into the postshock shell, the self-gravity of the shell (the
second term on the right-hand side of eq. [2]) is the domi-
nant force driving the shock inward. Hence, increasesV

srapidly, indicating a rapid acceleration of the shocked shell
(see Fig. 1).

Hence, the curve for the shock crossing time, versust
c
,

the shock penetration depth rises slowly initially as the
shock is Ðrst driven in by the shock velocity set by the

FIG. 2.ÈA plot of the crossing time, and the growth time, of thet
c
, t

g
,

fastest growing instability in the shocked shell, vs. the fractional(1 [ r/R
c
),

cloud penetration depth for the parameters as in Here increasesFig. 1. t
cslowly at Ðrst and saturates later on, when the shock velocity shoots up (see

Fig. 1) ; decreases sharply at Ðrst, since the rate of increase of the shockedt
gshell surface density is high, and it drops more gradually as the shock is

driven in further. The instabilities set in at the crossover point at which
heret

c
\ t

g
; fshell \ 0.85.
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FIG. 3.ÈA plot of j/2nr vs. the fractional cloud penetration(1 [ r/R
c
),

depth, where j is the size of the fastest growing instability in the shocked
shell and 2nr is the perimeter of the unshocked cloud, for the parameters as
in Figs. and This ratio is 0.37 (\1) at the crossover point as shown by1 2.
the dotted line ; thus, the use of the two-dimensional dispersion relation to
study the onset of gravitational instabilities is justiÐed.

external ICM pressure. As the self-gravity term becomes
important in the determination of shock velocity, the shock
moves in quickly, and hence saturates to a slowly increas-t

cing function of the depth (see Fig. 2).
The variation in with depth depends only on the inter-t

gnal cloud density proÐle (see Here is inversely° 4.1.1). t
gproportional to the surface density of the shell. is&0, &0small to begin with ; hence, as the shock is driven in, even a

small initial increase in causes a sharp decrease in&0 t
g
.

This can be conÐrmed from the fact that the magnitude of
is proportional to and hence is largedt

g
/dr r/(R

c
2[ r2)2

near the cloud edge. As the shock is driven in further,
accreting more cloud mass as it goes along, increases&0substantially, and hence drops more gradually witht

gdecreasing radius. The crossover between the two curves in
occurs at at this point, the fractionalFigure 2 r/R

c
\ 0.38 ;

cloud mass in the shocked shell, is 0.85.fshell,From it can be seen that at the crossover pointFigure 3
(indicated by the dashed line), the ratio j/2nr is 0.37,
which is \1 ; hence, the two-dimensional dispersion rela-
tion used to study the onset of gravitational insta-(eq. [7])
bilities is valid (see This is also true for the parameter° 3).
range we consider in For clouds with a higher com-° 4.2.
pression so that is higher, and for smaller clouds so that&0is lower, the above condition is satisÐed even better.C

cThe above basic physical features of the shock propaga-
tion will be used to explain the results obtained in ° 4.2.

4.2. Cloud Compression : Parameter Study
Here we obtain the results for cloud compression by

overpressure for the entire parameter space. Recall from °

that the main input parameters in the problem are4.1.1
the external ICM pressure ; the cloud numberPICM, o

R
,

density at the outer edge of a cloud ; and the cloudR
c
,

radius. We keep constant as per the discussion ino
R

° 2.1
and study the variation of the resulting shock compression
with and the cloud radius. is varied by chang-PICM R

c
, PICM

ing the ICM number density, and the ICM soundnICM,
velocity, within the limits discussed in ° 2.2. RecallCICM,
from that is deÐned to be the fraction° 3, equation (11), fshellof cloud mass compressed in the outer shell at the point of
onset of the shell instability. In we plot results forFigure 4

versus for clouds of radii pc, pc,fshell PICM R
c
\ 10 R

c
\ 20

and pc. This Ðgure illustrates how clouds of di†er-R
c
\ 40

ent masses respond to the pressure of the ICM.
4.2.1. Dependence on PICM

shows that for a cloud of given radius, and henceFigure 4
a given increases at Ðrst as is increased. ThisPGMC, fshell PICMis because the initial shock velocity is set by to bePICMproportional to see Therefore, thePICM1@2 ; equation (1), ° 3.
crossing time up to a given radius is smaller. The curve fort

con the other hand, just depends on the cloud internalt
g
,

density proÐle and hence is independent of Therefore,PICM.
the crossover point of the and curves occurs deeper intot

c
t
ga cloud. Thus, the shock is driven deeper into a cloud

leading to a higher as is increased.fshell PICMNow once the shocked shell contains a substantial
amount of mass, the self-gravity of the shell is the dominant
e†ect in setting the shock velocity and hence in setting the
subsequent values of Thus, for large values oft

c
. PICM,

during most of the compression, the shock velocity and the
compression time is set by the self-gravity of the shell.t

cHence, and the actual crossover point become nearlyt
cindependent of the initial shock velocity or the value of the

This is why the resulting saturates at large valuesPICM. fshellof the ICM pressure.
4.2.2. Dependence on Cloud Mass

shows that at a given is higher for aFigure 4 PICM, fshellsmaller mass cloud. Recall that for a virialized cloud of 1/r
density proÐle, the internal sound speed is proportional to
the cloud radius Hence, the time for growth of(° 2.1). t

g
,

instabilities at a given r, is proportional to seer2/(R
c
2[ r2) ;

Hence, the is higher at a given radiusequation (10). t
g
-value

FIG. 4.ÈA plot of the fraction of cloud mass compressed at thefshell,point of onset of shell instabilities, as a function of the ICM pressure, PICM,
for clouds of radii 10 pc, 20 pc, and 40 pc. Here increases slowly withfshellthe increasing at Ðrst and saturates for higher values. For aPICM PICMsmaller mass cloud, is higher, and the saturation in sets in at afshell fshelllower value of PICM.
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in the case of a smaller cloud. Therefore, the crossover
between the two curves occurs deeper for the smaller mass
cloud. Hence, for the same value of the resultingPICM, fshellis higher for a smaller mass cloud.

also shows that for a smaller mass cloud, theFigure 4
saturation in occurs at a smaller value of Now thefshell PICM.
saturation sets in when the self-gravity of the shell is domi-
nant over most of the compression phase This(° 4.2.1).
happens when a substantial fraction of the cloud mass has
been swept into a shocked shell. Since is higher at anyfshellfor a smaller mass cloud, therefore the saturation inPICM also occurs at a smaller value offshell PICM.

Thus, depending on the mass spectrum of the molecular
clouds in a galactic disk, the smaller mass clouds could be
more important in the net contribution toward the star
formation rate in starbursts. In a weak central overpressure
as seen in M33 (see only the small-mass disk cloudsJD92),
will become compressed, but not the larger mass clouds.

4.2.3. Dependence on Overpressure, PICM/PGMC
The overpressure due to the ICM, is also anPICM/PGMC,independent input parameter in this problem, as shown in

In we plot versus for the° 4.1.1. Figure 5, fshell PICM/PGMCoverpressure values in the range of D1È125. This e†ectively
combines the results for clouds of di†erent radii as plotted
in The physical explanation for the behavior ofFigure 4.
this curve is as given above. In this format, the only input
parameter is the external overpressure, and hence the
results are applicable for general ICM and cloud param-
eters, not necessarily restricted to the cases considered in
Figure 4.

Note that is D0.75È0.80, that is it is a signiÐcantfshellquantity even when the overpressure is only approximately
a factor of few. This is because the initial inward shock
velocity is proportional to the square root of the ICM
pressure (see hence, even for a small overpressureeq. [1]) ;
of a factor of few, a shock is driven in. At later stages of

FIG. 5.ÈA plot of the fraction of cloud mass compressed at thefshell,point of onset of shell instabilities, as a function of the ICM overpressure,
Here increases slowly with the increasing overpressure atPICM/PGMC. fshellÐrst and saturates for higher values of the overpressure. Values of arefshellhigh even for small factors of overpressure ; hence, the triggering of star-

bursts by overpressure as proposed by is a general mechanism.JD92

compression, when sufficient mass has been swept into the
shocked shell, the self-gravity of the shell is the dominant
process that decides the inward shock velocity. Thus, even a
small overpressure is sufficient to start the process of shock
compression, which results eventually in the compression of
a substantial fraction of the cloud mass. The resulting fshellis not too sensitively dependent on the value of the over-
pressure, especially once the saturation sets in at high over-
pressure values.

This is an important result because it shows that the
scenario for central starbursts triggered in the outer shells of
disk clouds via compression by the central overpresssure, as
proposed by is a general mechanism and will operateJD92,
as long as the central ICM pressure is even a few times
higher than the internal e†ective pressure of an incoming
disk GMC.

In the case of weak shocks associated with a small value
of overpressure, the actual time taken for the onset of insta-
bilities that corresponds to the crossover point would be
higher. However, since we are considering self-gravitating
clouds to begin with, this does not pose a serious limitation
to the formation of instabilities.

In the other extreme limit of high KPICM D (107È108) kBcm~3 as applicable for the starburst galaxies such as NGC
1808, the value of is only somewhat larger, D0.95 (seefshellFinally, it is interesting to note that even in the pres-° 4.3).
ence of an ever present pressure reservoir, the fraction of the
cloud that becomes compressed is typically \1, as was
already noted by JD92.

4.2.4. Mass of Shell Fragments

DeÐne to be the mass of the fastest growing insta-Minstbility formed in the shocked shell when the shell becomes
unstable :

Minst \ &0j2\ fshellMc
n(j/lshell)2 , (12)

where is the surface density of the shell, j is the most&0unstable wavelength in the shocked shell, and islshell\ 2nr
the perimeter of the unshocked cloud at the onset of insta-
bility ; see characterizes the mass of a shell frag-° 3. Minstment and gives an upper limit on the mass of a star cluster
formed in the shocked shell. In we plot the ratioFigure 6,

that is, the mass of the instability as a fraction ofMinst/Mc
;

the cloud mass versus for clouds of radii pc, 20PICM R
c
\ 10

pc, and 40 pc. The corresponding masses of clouds are
4.0] 104 3.2] 105 and 2.6 ] 106 respec-M

_
, M

_
, M

_
,

tively (° 2.1).
For a cloud of given radius, this ratio shows a sharp

decrease as is increased and its value saturates for largePICMvalues. This can be explained as follows. For a givenPICM o
Rand a cloud radius increases with increasingR

c
, fshell PICMOn the other hand, is proportional to(Fig. 4). (j/lshell)2 &0~2

and hence decreases sharply. Therefore, the net orMinstdecreases with increasing Physically, thisMinst/Mc
PICM.

means that the number of instabilities in the shell increases
with and hence the mass of individual shellPICM, Minst,fragment, decreases. Since is a sizable fraction º0.3j/lshell(and not >1 ; see and is a signiÐcant fraction,Fig. 3), fshell
D0.8 (Fig. 4), is a sizable fraction (D0.3È0.5) of theMinstcloud mass. Thus, or the upper limit on the mass of theMinststar clusters formed covers a range of values D104È106 M

_
.

At a given the ratio is higher for a largerPICM, Minst/Mcmass cloud. That is, the fractional and hence the absolute
mass of the instability formed is higher for a larger mass
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FIG. 6.ÈA plot of the mass of an instability or a fragment inMinst/Mc
,

the outer shocked shell over the cloud mass, as a function of the ICM
pressure, for clouds of radii 10 pc, 20 pc, and 40 pc. This ratio givesPICM,
an upper limit on the mass of stellar clusters formed in the shells. Minst/Mcdecreases with increasing The fractional as well as the absolute massPICM.
of the clusters formed is larger for the larger mass clouds.

cloud. From it can be shown that isequation (12), Minst/Mcproportional to where is(C
c
/R

c
)4(r/R

c
)2/(1 [ r2/R

c
2), C

cthe sound speed in the cloud and r is the crossover radius.
Now, the value of is larger for more massive cloudsr/R

cand also is shown to be linearly proportional(Fig. 4), C
cto cloud radius for the clouds considered Thus, at a(° 2.1).

given value of the ratio is larger for a morePICM, Minst/Mcmassive cloud.
Note also from that the mass of the instabilityFigure 6

saturates at high values of This can be explained duePICM.
to the saturation in occurring at high as seen infshell PICM,

Figure 6 also shows that the saturation value isFigure 4.
smaller for the lower mass clouds. This is due to the smaller
saturation value of (see Fig. 4) and the smaller values offshell(see for the lower mass clouds.j/lshell ° 4.1.1)

Future high-resolution millimeter-wave interferometric
observations with a resolution of approximately a few arc-
seconds (e.g., & Welch would be able toSargent 1993)
reveal these few-parsecÈsize central star clusters in the
nearby starburst galaxies.

4.3. Application to External Galaxies
In this subsection we apply the above mechanism to real

external galaxies for which data are available on the central
ICM. These are by necessity nearby galaxies ; for these, the
spatial resolution is adequate to study the detailed proper-
ties of the central gas, as, for example, for IC 342 et(Downes
al. and NGC 1808 et al. The mechanism1992) (Aalto 1994).
was applied earlier to the Galaxy and M33 (see JD92).

4.3.1. IC 342

IC 342 contains a high concentration of molecular gas
(D109 in the central region. The far-infrared and 2 kmM

_
)

emission from the center is similar to the central properties
of our Galaxy et al. There is a small central(Eckart 1990).

bar that is not visible in the optical images et al.(Ishizuki
The recent CO and HCN mapping of the central1990).

region of IC 342 by et al. indicates that theDownes (1992)
central gas consists of a two-component molecular medium.
The low-density ICM has a density of D150È300 cm~3 and
a velocity line width of *V D 50 km s~1. The high-density
cores are traced mainly by HCN emission lines and have a
density of D104 cm~3. Therefore, the one-dimensional
velocity dispersion of the ICM is given by (see Spitzer 1978)

CICM\ *V /[2(2 ln 2)1@2] (13)

Thus, the sound speed in the ICM is km s~1.CICM D 21.2
The intercloud medium has an average observed density

cm~3. Thus, the ICM pressure is equal tonICMD 225
K cm~3, which is 7 times larger thanPICM\ 3.4] 107kBthe ICM pressure in the Galaxy. The outer number density

of a disk molecular cloud in this galaxy is taken to be
similar to our Galaxy, i.e., cm~3 This isnGMC D 100 (° 2.1).
valid assuming that the cloud sizes and the interstellar UV
Ñux in the two galaxies are comparable (Solomon 1978).
The clouds are taken to have radii of 10 pc, 20 pc, and 40 pc
as before. Hence, the cloud internal pressure would be as in
the disk clouds in the Galaxy. shows how andFigure 7 t

c
t
gchange with the evolution of the shock into the cloud for a

typical cloud of radius pc. At the crossover point,R
c
\ 20

in this case. This is larger than the compressionfshell\ 0.91
of resulting for parameters as in the Galaxy ; seefshell\ 0.85

For clouds of radii pc and 40 pc, theFigure 2. R
c
\ 10

resulting values of at the respective crossover pointsfshellare 0.95 and 0.87, respectively.
The subsequent fragmentation and star formation in the

shocked outer shell should lead to starburst in the clouds in
the central region of the galaxy following the formalism as
in assuming that the gas infall rate is high enough.JD92,
The central 1 kpc region of IC 342, however, does not
exhibit very high star formation rate and has only a moder-
ate infrared luminosity of 4 ] 109 et al.L

_
(Eckart 1990).

Therefore, we conclude that the gas infall rate may be small

FIG. 7.ÈA plot of the crossing time, and the growth time of thet
c
, t

g
,

fastest growing instability in the shocked shell, vs. the fractional(1 [ r/R
c
),

cloud penetration depth for parameters as in IC 342, so that PICM \ 3.4
K cm~3. Note that the curves cross over at a deeper point ; hence,] 107kBis higher, equal to 0.91, than for the case infshell Fig. 2.
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in this galaxy, perhaps due to the central bar being weak,
and that is why no signiÐcant star formation is seen in the
central regions.

4.3.2. NGC 1808

NGC 1808 has nuclear hot spots, strong thermal dust
emission, and optical emission lines characteristic of a star-
burst galaxy (e.g., et al. The galaxy may beAalto 1994).
interacting distantly with NGC 1792 There(Dahlem 1992).
also appears to be a bar embedded within the dust lane

et al. NGC 1808 was mapped in CO and(Saikia 1990).
HCN lines by et al. They conclude that theAalto (1994).
central region has a two-component molecular medium, of
which one is a di†use molecular medium of a high mean
density D2000 cm~3 and line width *V D 30 km s~1. The
sound velocity in the ICM (from is thuseq. [13]) CICM D

km s~1. Thus, the ICM pressure is very high,12.7 PICMequal to K cm~3. This is 20 times larger than1.1 ] 108kBthe ICM pressure in the Galaxy.
We assume as before that disk clouds of outer density

cm~3 have tumbled into the central region.nGMCD 100
Clouds of radii 10 pc, 20 pc, and 40 pc were taken as in the
previous section. The fractional mass of the shell at thefshellpoint of onset of instability is 0.97 for the cloud of 10 pc
radius, 0.94 for the cloud of 20 pc radius, and 0.91 for the
cloud of 40 pc radius.

Since the galaxy is interacting distantly with NGC 1792,
there should be considerable gas infall. Hence, we expect to
see a central starburst in NGC 1808. This agrees with
observations because NGC 1808 has a high observed infra-
red luminosity of 3] 1010 et al.L

_
(Aalto 1994).

5. DISCUSSION

We discuss brieÑy a few general points about the mecha-
nism, as well as the limitations in the analysis presented
here.

shows that even an overpressure of a factor of,1. Figure 5
say, 1.5 gives rise to a fairly large value D0.7 for the fshell.However, for such small values of overpressure and hence
small shock velocities, the shock may not be purely isother-
mal as assumed here, and hence the assumption of thin shell
may not be valid, especially in the early stages of cloud
compression. The assumption of thin shell as done here for
mathematical convenience would, in this case, result in a
slight overestimate of fshell.2. In the above analysis, the graininess of the ICM com-
ponent has been ignored. This is probably acceptable for
the larger clouds, but for the smaller clouds of radii 10 pc
each, this assumption is not strictly valid. The observational
upper limit set on the ICM ““ cloud ÏÏ size is a few parsecs
(Bally et al. This would result in one-sided1987, 1988).
compression or a ballistic motion of the disk cloud on
impact with the ICM constituents rather than resulting in a
uniform compression, as assumed here.

3. In the shock compression has been calculated for° 4.3,
IC 342 and for NGC 1808. In both cases, since the ICM
density is higher than the shock velocity is largernICM n

c
, V

sthan the sound speed in the ICM. This means that theCICM,
ICM pressure reservoir does not remain in contact with the
inward moving postshock shell of gas, and hence, strictly
speaking, our treatment of cloud compression will not hold.
In this case, the cloud compression may occur in a quasi-
static fashion. By ignoring this complicated process, we

have probably overestimated slightly the value of forfshellgalaxies with large values. However, in both thesenICMcases, since the initial set by the ICM pressure is veryV
shigh, the self-gravity of the shell rises rapidly and after a

certain stage it will be the dominant accelerating mecha-
nism that would drive the shock inward. Hence, inter-
estingly, our treatment of shock compression and the
resulting value of may not be a bad approximation offshellcloud compression even when the shock velocity exceeds
the ICM sound speed.

4. The starburst mechanism proposed in this paper will
break down when the infall rate of disk GMCs becomes
very large because, in this case, the pressure reservoir cannot
be replenished at the rate required. Such a situation is
expected to arise during the late stages of mergers of gas-
rich spiral galaxies such as Arp 220, in which the infall time
is reduced considerably to D107 yr (Norman 1992 ; JD92),
and the resulting gas infall rates can be high, º100 M

_yr~1. In this case, alternative triggering mechanisms for star
formation such as cloud-cloud collisions (e.g., Scoville,
Sanders, & Clemens would probably be important.1986)

5. We do not consider the value of the outer numbern
c
,

density in a cloud, to be less than 100 cm~3 A lower(° 2.1).
value of is ruled out from the UV shelf-shielding argu-n

cment unless the cloud has a large, low-density halo or
envelope of atomic hydrogen. Such envelopes have been
detected for some molecular clouds (Deiter 1960 ; Wannier,
Lichten, & Morris et al. If this1983 ; Wannier 1993).
envelope remains intact as the cloud falls to the central
region, then the details of shock propagation will be di†er-
ent. The value of in that case would probably befshellsmaller than is estimated here for clouds without an H I

envelope.
6. While this work is done with the direct application for

starburst galaxies in mind, the above results for shock com-
pression by overpressure are general, and the resulting star
formation in outer shells is a general mechanism. Hence, the
results could be applied for other astronomical situations,
say, for example, for compression of clumps inside molecu-
lar clouds by overpresssure due to stellar winds (Boss 1995),
or for the compression of a cometary globule.

6. SUMMARY

The dependence of the shock compression of a disk cloud
due to a central overpressure on various parameters(JD92)
has been studied. We Ðnd that the main physical input
parameters in the problem are the external (ICM) pressure,
the cloud density, and the cloud radius. Alternatively, the
independent input parameter is the overpressure on the
cloud, The clouds are taken to be nearly viria-PICM/PGMC.lized with a 1/r internal density proÐle as observed (Sanders
et al. and are all assumed to have the same outer1985),
number density.

We have spanned exhaustively the parameter space for
the disk GMC and the central ICM properties covering the
overpressure range of D1È125, and for clouds of radii 10 pc,
20 pc, and 40 pc. We Ðnd that for this wide range of input
parameters, the fraction of cloud mass compressed at the
onset of instabilities, is high D0.75È0.90, and it isfshell,fairly insensitive to the actual value of the ICM pressure.
This is because the initial shock velocity is proportional to
the square root of the external (ICM) pressure ; and at later
stages it is set mainly by the self-gravity of the shocked shell.
Thus, the triggering of starbursts by overpressure as pro-
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posed by is a general mechanism and will operate asJD92
long as the ICM pressure is even a factor of few higher than
the e†ective internal pressure of an incoming disk GMC.

For a given ICM pressure, a greater fraction of a smaller
mass cloud is compressed than is the case for a large mass
cloud. In a region of weak overpressure as in the central
region of M33, only the low-mass disk clouds would
undergo compression and could be the sites of the conse-
quent starburst.

The resulting mass of an instability in the shell of a cloud
sets an upper limit to the mass of the star cluster formed.
This is a signiÐcant fraction, D0.3È0.5 of the cloud mass,
and it covers values D104È106 and decreases withM

_increasing ICM pressure. The fractional as well as the
absolute mass of a star cluster formed is higher for the
larger mass clouds. Future high-resolution millimeter-wave
observations with the resolution of approximately a few
arcseconds (e.g., & Welch would be able toSargent 1993)

detect these few-parsecÈsize central star clusters in the
nearby starburst galaxies.

Since the observed ICM parameters for IC 342 and NGC
1808 are known, we have applied the mechanism to these
galaxies. We Ðnd that in both cases a large mass fraction
([0.9) of an incoming disk cloud will be compressed by the
central overpressure. However, the ultimate central lumi-
nosity from star formation will depend on the gas infall rate
in these galaxies. Hence, NGC 1808 with gas infall due to
galaxy interaction shows a central starburst with an infra-
red luminosity of 3 ] 1010 while IC 342, with probablyL

_
,

a lower gas infall rate, does not show a central starburst.
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paper.
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